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The
Polarization
of
American Politics

Keith T. Poole
Carnegie-MellonUniversity

Howard Rosenthal
Carnegie-MellonUniversity
Elected officialsin the United Statesappearto representrelativelyextremesupportcoalitions ratherthan the interestsof middle-of-the-roadvoters. This contentionis supportedby
analysisof varianceof liberal-conservativepositionsin the UnitedStatesSenatefrom 1959to
1980. Within both the Democraticand the Republicanparties,there is considerablevariation in liberal-conservativepositions,but two senatorsfrom the samestate and partytend to
be very similar. In contrast, senatorsfrom the same state but from differentparties are
highly dissimilar,suggestingthat each party representsan extremesupportcoalitionin the
state. Moreover,the distributionof senatorsis now consistentwith the hypothesisthat, in the
long run, both partieshave an equal chanceof winning any seat in the Senate. This result
suggeststhat there is now competitionbetweenequallybalancedbut extremesupportcoalitions throughoutmost of the United States.

W

e contend that, at nearly every level of the political system,
Americanpolitics has been polarized in ways that do not well represent
the interestsof middle-of-the-roadvoters. For better or for worse, constituencies are generally fought over by two opposing coalitions, liberal
and conservative, each with relatively extreme views. The middle-ofthe-road voter is thus not a member of a silent majority desiring some
radicalsocial change, but a moderateindividualseekingto avoid the wide
swings in policy engenderedby our political system. In the environmen* This work was supportedby NSF grant SES-831-390. The researchwas performed
while Rosenthalwas a ShermanFairchildDistinguishedScholarat the CaliforniaInstituteof
Technology. We thank C. Bullock, B. Cain, J. Ferejohn, M. Fiorina, R. Kiewiet, A.
Meltzer,and T. Romerfor comments,althoughour own coordinatesmay not matchsomeof
their ideal points.
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tal area, for example, we presume that the middle-of-the-road voter
would like to see the EPA strike a more constant posture, somewherebetween its relativelyzealous pre-Reaganactivities and its relatively lax actions in the current administration. Similarly, we suspect most citizens
would prefer a federal education policy somewhere between the near
total support for NEA positions found in the Carter years and the near
total abandonmentof a federal role under Reagan.
The aim of this paper is to document that both the compositionof the
two-memberstate delegations in the U.S. Senate and the roll-call voting
behavior of these delegationshave become increasinglyconsistentwith a
model of polarized but competitive politics. Specifically, we posit that,
in each state, there is evenly balanced competition between polarized
groups. Identifying the composition of these groups and relating the
composition to constituency characteristicsare beyond the scope of this
paper (see n. 4).
We begin by asking how we can tell whether middle-of-the-road
constituencyinterestsare being represented. A traditional approachhas
been to assemble a battery of such socioeconomic measures as income,
education, and race to determine if roll-call voting is related to constituency variables. This method has several drawbacks, including the difficult problem of accurately measuring a constituency'seconomic selfinterest on a given issue.'
A more direct approachtakes advantageof an implicationin the notion
that legislatorsrepresentthe particularinterestsof their constituencies.If
middle-of-the-roadinterestsare consistentlyrepresented,then legislators
from the same constituencyought to be similarideologicallyand ought to
vote alike.
The U.S. Senate is a terrain de choix for applying this direct method
since each state is representedby two senators. There appears to be a
very simple method for assessingwhether two senatorsrepresenta common interest: take all the roll-call votes for a given session of the Senate
and compute the percentageof votes for which the pair did not vote alike.
If a common constituency interest is being represented,presumablythe
two senators will almost never vote differently. They certainly should
have less disagreement with each other than they have with other
membersof the Senate.
Unfortunately, looking at disagreement percentages is a flawed approach. Considertwo states, the first with a very liberal senator and a
moderately liberal senator, the second with a moderately conservative

I For a detailedreviewof this literature,see Fiorina(1974). See also Kuklinski(1979)and
the recentcritiqueby Peltzman(1982).
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senator and a very conservativesenator. Next, consider a seriesof votes
on, say, voting rights, that divide moderateconservativesfrom more extreme ones. In this case, the two senatorsfrom the first state will vote
together while the two from the second state will split. While each pair
of senatorshas the same ideological separation, one pair agreed and the
other did not. This situationillustrateshow the disagreementpercentage
dependsnot only on intrinsicdifferencesbetween the senatorsbut also on
the content of the bills before a given sessionof the Senate.2
To find this intrinsic policy difference or distance between two
senators, we instead start with direct measuresof distances. Each year,
some thirty interestgroupsin Washington,including COPE, ACU, ADA,
and UAW, rate senators. The ratingsoffer a measureof the distancebetween each interest group and the senator: a high rating is low distance,
and a low rating is high distance. By employing the technique of least
squaresunfolding (Poole, 1984), we can use these distancesto place both
the interest groups and the senatorson a liberal-conservativescale. We
have scaled all twenty-two sessionsof Congressfrom 1959 through 1980
using this method. Scale values for the senators generally range from
near -1 for extreme liberals (such as Ted Kennedy)to + 1 for extreme
conservatives(suchas JesseHelms). The liberal-conservativeplacements
accuratelyreproducethe original ratings.3
We have reasonto believe that our procedureis very robust. For 1979
and 1980, we employed an entirelydifferentscalingprocedure,one based
solely on the recorded roll-call vote data (Poole and Rosenthal, 1985).
This procedure,which uses all roll calls ratherthan just those selected by
interest groups, recoveredliberal-conservativelocations for the senators
virtually identical to those obtained from the interest-groupratings. In
addition, we recovered similar liberal-conservativepositions when we
used a much cruder least squaresdecomposition(Poole, 1983) of the rollcall votes. The common scale recovered by these techniques correctly
classifiesupwardsof 80 percentof the individualvotes in the Senate. It is
as successfulon votes not used by the interest groups as it is on the votes
used for the ratings (Pooleand Daniels, 1985). We thus concludethat we
are accuratelycapturingliberal-conservativepositionsin the Senate and
that these positions representthe major and dominant factor underlying
roll-call voting behavior.
By discardingdisagreementpercentagesand favoring liberal-conservative positions, we maintain the basic comparative technique. For
middle-of-the-roadrepresentation,it is necessary(but not sufficient)that

2

For a formaldiscussionof this point, see Morrison(1972).

3For a detaileddescriptionof the scaling, see Poole (1981, 1984).
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senatorsfrom the same state be close to each other on the liberal-conservative scale.4
The middle-of-the-road proposition is most likely to be challenged
when one senator is a Democrat and the other is a Republican. From
1977 through 1982, Californiawas representedby Alan Cranston,a very
liberal senator, and Sam Hayakawa, a very conservative one. This
ideologicalseparationis not unusualfor California:Hayakawa'sseat had
previouslybeen held by Tunney, a liberal, and Tunney was precededby
the very conservative Murphy. Before Tunney, a six-year term was
served by the liberals Engle and Salinger. They were preceded by an
archconservative,William Knowland. The California example is obviously very damagingto the case of middle-of-the-roaddemocracy. But is
Californiatypical of the entire nation?
To study this question, we began by dividing the states into three types
as shown in figure 1. There are states with two Republican senators,
states with two Democrats, and states with a mixed delegations The
numberof mixedstateshas steadilyrisen. While half the increasereflects
the collapse of the solid South, mixed delegations increased throughout
the nation. By 1980, half the states were mixed.
The distributionof statesbetween mixed and solid types dependson the
nature of competition. One possible model is that of national competi4Related researchon the House,to be discussedlater, is foundin Fiorina(1974). Subsequentto the initial draftof this paper, we discoveredthe workof Bullockand Brady(1983),
who useda methodologyalmostidenticalto ourswith similarresults. Thereare severaldifferencesbetweenourworkand theirs:(1) we treattwenty-twoyearsratherthan a singleyear;
(2) ratherthan usingjust two ratingscalesper year, we use a synthesisof over fifty scales.
Sincethe recoveredpositions"explain"all votes to aboutthe samedegree(Poole, 1981;Poole
and Rosenthal,1985; Poole, 1984), we can now claim that the Fiorinaand Bullock-Brady
type of resultsare robustto the scaleschosenfor analysis. (3) We preservea distinctionbetween homogeneousDemocraticstatesand homogeneousRepublicanstates. Thisdistinction
provesrelevantin the analysis. On the other hand, Bullockand Brady'spaperis more ambitious than ours in the sense that they attempt to explicatethese findingsin terms of the
heterogeneityof states. A similarcomparisonof pairsof senatorsfromthe samestateis found
in Peltzman(1982).
5 The numberof casesin each type is obviouslysmall. Consequently,readersareurgedto
look at the trendsoverseveralyearspresentedin the figuresand not to focuson resultsfor individualyears. In developingthe types,we madethe followingdecisions. StromThurmond
switchedfrom Democratto Republicanin 1964. We classifiedhim as a Democratpriorto
1964, as a Republicanafter1964, andwe discardedSouthCarolinafromthe analysisin 1964,
which explainsthe presenceof only forty-ninestatesin that year. In addition,HarryByrd,
Jr. of Virginialeft the Democratsin 1970 to become an independent. Virginiahas been
discardedfrom the analysisfor 1970 through1980. It was also necessaryto discardSouth
Dakota(exceptfor figure1) in 1972becauseKarlMundthad no recordedvotesfor that year.
Had Mundtvoted, our resultswould have been reinforcedsinceSouthDakota'sothersenator
was the highly liberalGeorgeMcGovern.
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FIGuRE 1
NUMBER OF STATES OF EACH TYPE
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tion.

For example, one party - the Democrats - might represent the

poor, those with below the national median income, and the other party
representsthe rich. In such a situation, one would expect to find relatively few mixed states; poor states would be solid for the Democratsand
rich ones solid for the Republicans. An alternative view is a model of
local competition, which correspondsto the view that nationalpartiesare
actually coalitions of local parties (see Sundquist, 1973, p. 37). In the
stylized local model, the Democratswould, in each state, representthose
with below median state income.
Underlocal competition, with party coalitionsevenly balancedin each
state, we would have a fully competitive Senate. This model leads to a
strong prediction about the distributionof mixed and solid delegations.
Under this model, the long-runprobabilitythat any seat is won by either
of the two partieswould be one-half. (We say "longrun"becausewe do
not want to rule out scandal, incumbency, and other factors giving a
short-run bias to one party.) When full competition prevails, one ex-
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pects on average, 50 percent of the states to be representedby mixed
delegations, 25 percent to have homogeneous Republican delegations,
and 25 percent to have homogeneousDemocrat delegations.6 Historically, the compositionof the Senateis not consistentwith this competitive
model. Examinationof the data for the period 1912-1959 disclosesthat
mixed delegationswere always far less than 50 percent of the total. At
the beginning of our liberal-conservativetime series, in 1959, with the
Democratsin control, there were still only sixteenmixed delegations, and
there was less than one chance in one thousandthat the observeddistribution would arise under the null hypothesisof full competition. But after
1980, when the distributionis very close to the expected 50-25-25, the
chances become better than nine in ten. The current distribution of
delegations is consistent with our claim of intense competition between
opposing ideological coalitions.
Our aim is to assessthe ideological similarityof senatorsfrom a given
state. To do this, we must know somethingabout the variabilityin positions of all senators. This variability can be captured in the measureof
variance in liberal-conservativepositions.7
One cannot formally compare variances from separate scalings.
Moreover,the substantivenature of the bills and issuesthat fall along the
liberal-conservativedimension changes from year to year. Perhapsthe
basic content of "liberal"and "conservative"also changes. Such changes
are not central to our analysis,which is concernedwith whetherpolarization occurson issuesthat are currentlyrelevant. To place the scaling in a
common frame of referenceappropriatefor our purposes,we first carried
out a linear transformationof each scale.8
The transformationsand the liberal-conservative coordinates for a
combined scale were chosen to minimize the sum of squared errors between the combined scale and the original scales. This technique
assumesthat the liberal-conservativepositionsof individual senatorsare
stable in time. Thus, variations in the liberal-conservativemakeup of
the Senate would arise mainly throughchanges in membership(Bullock,
1981; Stone, 1977, cited by Kuklinski,1979; and Clausen, 1973). The
resultsof the combinedscale are consistentwith this view of stability. The

6 This point is ignoredby Bullock and Brady (1983), who use the presenceof a mixed
delegationin a state as a measureof competitivenessin their path analysis. But such a
measureis biasedsince, in a fully competitiveworld, one-partydelegationswill ariseas frequently as mixed ones. A Senatewith all delegationsmixed would not be consistentwith
competitionbut with some other model, such as duopolisticsharingof seats.
7 See the Appendixfor detailson the variancecomputations.
8 We used the procedureof Poole (1983), which generalizesthe Eckart-Young(1936)
matrixapproximationmethodto allow for missingdata.
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combined scale correlatesvery highly with each of the yearly scales.9The
results below are based on the transformedyearly scales.
The variance for the entire Senate is plotted in figure 2. The variance
exhibitsno long-termtrends. There is a slight dip duringthe Great Society and peaks duringVietnam and Watergate, but values in the last three
years are very close to those of the first three years. Throughoutthe past
two decades, there has been a polarized distributionin the Senate, with
liberal and conservative clusters and relatively few moderates in the
center. Typical histogramsare shown in figure 3 for six of the twentytwo years. The plot of the varianceshows that we will be concernedwith
a basic pattern of representation,one prevalent throughoutthe period.
Below the plot of the variance, figure 2 also shows the percentageof the
variance that is explained by separatingthe senatorsinto the three types
FIGURE 2
SENATE. VARIANCE ON LIBERAL-CONSERVATIVE DIMENSION
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9 Squaredcorrelationsbetween individualyearsand the combinedscale rangefrom 0.88
to 0.97. Resultsreportedin this paperare virtuallyidenticalto thoseobtainedusingthe untransformedscales. In fact, the linear transformationsshow little variation acrossyears.
Nonetheless,resultssuchas the varianceplot in figure2 do not follow automaticallyfromthis
year-to-yearstability. Sincethe correlationsarecomputedfor the membersof the Senatein a
given year, variancescould vary acrossyears becauseof changesin the Senate'smembership.
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of states. This series is unit-free, and it has no year-to-year comparison
problems. Again, there are no long-term trends, although there is a dip
that bottoms out at the height of the Vietnam controversy. The important finding is that the state types account for little of the ideological
FIGuRE3
LIBERAL-CONSERVATIVE DISTRIBUTION OF U. S. SENATE
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variability in the Senate. The percentage averages about 10; only once
does it pass, barely, 20.
One key factor in the small percentage of the variance explained by
separatingthe states accordingto type is that mixed-statesenatorsdo not
behave alike; rather, to some degree, they behave like Democrats and
Republicans. Indeed, figure 2 shows that if we separateby party instead
of by state type we explain more of the variance. It also indicates that
party has become more importantin recent years (largelybecause of the
lesserweight of southernconservativesamongthe Democrats). But party
itself never explainsas much as half the variance. Mostof the variability
in senatorialliberal-conservativepositionscannot be explained by party
affiliation;it must instead be explainedby variationsbetween and within
state delegations.
Comparisonof the within-statevariationto the between-statevariation
is the central element in our argument. First, however, we pause to considerthe total variationfor each type relativeto the total variationfor the
Senate, as plotted in figure 4. If a delegation type was as heterogeneous
as the Senate as a whole, its own variance would be 100 percent of the
variance of the full Senate. A totally homogeneoustype, with all its
senatorsat a single value on the scale, would be at 0 percent.
FIGURE
4
TYPE VARIANCE AS A PERCENTAGEOF TOTAL VARIANCE
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Democraticand Republicanstates are, as expected, more homogeneous
than the Senate as a whole. Undoubtedly because of the presence of
southern conservatives, the Democrats were initially not very
homogeneous. Until Nixon'ssecond term, their variance was generally
between 80 and 100 percent of that of the full Senate. The Republicans
were initially more homogeneous, approximately40 percent of the full
Senate. But the senatorialparty was badly split during Watergate, and
the Republican figure actually exceeded 100 percent in 1974 and 1975.
Carter'spresidencywas needed to reunify the party.
Under Carter, the two parties looked very similar in their degree of
heterogeneity, supportingour position on two competitively similar opposing coalitions. Althoughthe Democratic and Republicantypes were
more homogeneousthan the full Senate, they still exhibited substantial
diversity in liberal-conservativepositions, the percentage for both types
hovering near 50 percent during the Carter years.
In turn, the mixed delegations are far more heterogeneousthan the
one-party delegations. Indeed, they tend to be slightly more
heterogeneousthan the Senate as a whole, since their percentage- which
exhibits little temporal variation-oscillates between 100 and 120 percent.
The heterogeneity of mixed delegations need not have occurred. If
homogeneousRepublicanstates were "conservative"states, homogeneous
Democrat, "liberal,"and mixed, "moderate,"then the mixed delegations
could have been as homogeneousas the one-party delegations. Instead,
the heterogeneityof mixed delegations suggests that these states are far
from moderate in their representation.
We now turn to the analysis of the heterogeneityin mixed and solid
types. The total variancefor a type equals the variancewithin statesplus
the variancebetween states. If both senatorsfrom a given state represent
the same constituencyinterest, the within-state variance should be quite
small. The heterogeneitywithin a type should be explicableby the varying interestsof the states.
The Democratic and Republican types witness consistent interest
representation. For the Democrats, within-state variance is perennially
extremelysmall, about 10 percentof the total type variance (see figure 5).
For the Republicans,it is only slightly larger, with the exception of two
peaks:one in 1965-1966, the other from 1971 through 1976. Even at the
peaks, however, within-state variance is always less than between-state
variance. One of the peaks is largely explicable. In the 1970 New York
senatorialelections, our model of two opposingcoalitionsbrokedown. A
triangular contest saw the election of James Buckley, a conservative,
while New York'sother Republicansenator, Jacob Javits, remained the
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most liberal Republicanmember of the Senate. Political observerscorrectly predicted that Buckley'sdeviant political behavior would not survive one term. Deleting New York from the analysis for the Buckley
years dampens the peak considerably (again, see figure 5). Since
Buckley'sdeparturein 1976, the Republicanand Democratic types have
closely resembledeach other.
Summarizingthe resultsfor one-partystates, we found importantand
similarresidualvariationafter controllingfor party, as shown in figure 4.
As demonstratedin figure 5, this residualvariationis overwhelminglythe
result of variation acrossstates, and it only slightly reflects variation between senators from the same state. Senate-watchershave in fact suggested to us that senatorsfrom the same party and state actively consult
each other prior to voting. They are thus likely to representthe views of
their support coalitions rather than their personalideological views.
Are the support coalitions representative of middle-of-the-road
citizens? The data for mixed states argue strongly that the Democratic
and Republican support coalitions in each state representrelatively extreme views. The two senatorsfrom a mixedstate do not adopt common
positions. The within-state variance percentage in this type always
substantiallyexceedsthat for the Republicanand Democratictypes, and
FIGuRE5
PERCENTAGEOF TYPE VARIANCE THAT IS WITHIN-STATE
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it is generally over 50 percent of the total. That is, there are generally
more differences internal to each state than there are between the various
states. State interests are thus less important than the support-coalition
interests within each state.'0
The same story is told in slightly different form in figure 6. There we
plot a within-state standard deviation (the square root of the variance)
band for each type. That is, each band shows the variation we would expect if all senators for a type both came from an average state for that type
and exhibited only within-state variation. Bands for the homogeneous
Democratic and Republican types are narrow and generally well
separated. They overlap only briefly and slightly for three of the Vietnam years. In contrast, the mixed-state band is very large, usually covering all of the Democratic and much of the Republican band. These
results argue strongly that while constituency interests are represented in
Congress, the interests are mainly those of relatively extreme support
coalitions rather than those of middle-of-the-road voters.
Some indication that support-coalition interests may be abating in
favor of general constituency interests is found in figure 5, which shows
that the importance of within-state variation in mixed states has
FIGURE 6
ONE STANDARD DEVIATION BANDS FOR WITHIN-STATE
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undergone a secular decline, falling from the 70-80 percent range found
until 1965 to a 50-60 percent range found after 1973. Such a fall would
be consistent with the increased emphasis on case work and home-office
staffs found in recent years (Fiorina, 1978). Yet the fall is largely offset
by another phenomenon, the increasing polarization of the underlying
support coalitions. This is seen in figure 7, where we have plotted standard deviation bands for the total type variance of Republican and
Democratic types. A similar story is told by figure 8, where the plots concern all senators and not just those from one-party delegations. PreVietnam party positions were fairly polarized, and there was only
moderate overlap of the bands. With Vietnam, party lines became
blurred, and a very substantial overlap appeared. Since 1975, however,
party separation has been greater than ever, largely occasioned by a
secular liberal drift of the Democrats. The overlap is now smaller than it
has been since 1959. So, while senators may be slightly less prone to vote
their support coalition's interests, those interests are more polarized than
ever."
FIGURE
7
ONE STANDARD DEVIATION BANDS FOR TOTAL TYPE VARIANCE
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11 Bullock (1981) indicates that newly elected House southern Democrats are more liberal
than Democrats they replace whereas newly elected southern Republicans are more conservative than their predecessors.
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FIGURE8
ONE STANDARDDEVIATIONBANDS FORALL PARTYMEMBERS
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The polarizationof the positionsof individualsenatorsin termsof their
support coalition's interests may have muted policy consequences if
liberalsand conservativesare balancedin the Senate. However, the scales
can tip. Recentwork, based on the alternativeroll-callmethod described
above, shows that eighteen senators serving in the 95th Congress had
replacements in the 96th Congress whose average position was threefourths of a unit more conservativeon our two-unit scale. This shift is
hardly unrelated to the shift in economic policy brought about by the
Reagan administration.
The trend to polarizedcompetitionthat can sustainsubstantialshifts in
policy is partly the consequence of the disappearance of traditional
southern politics (Bullock, 1981). Southern Democratic senators have
become less conservative, and southern Republican senators who have
brokenthe solid South are generallyvery conservative. The development
of a two-party South accounts for about half the trend to more mixed
states shown in figure 1.
Events outside the South are of equal importance.
Moderate
Republicans are vanishing nationally. California again provides an ex-
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ample. At the beginning of our time series, the other California Senate
seat was held by Thomas Kuchel, a moderate Republican almost at the
center of the spectrum. In 1968, Kuchel was replaced by the highly
liberal Democrat, Alan Cranston. It is difficult to imagine a moderate
from either party having much success in contemporary California
politics. Moderate-centralpositions are generally disappearingin favor
of the relatively extreme positions of support coalitions.
Why are general constituency interests so often sacrificed to those of
support coalitions? Our interest-groupratings themselves tell much of
the story. In our liberal-conservativescaling, most of the interestgroups
turn out to be more extreme than most of the senators (Poole, 1981).
Groupswith moderateviews do not get involved in politics. Candidates
in turn need people willing to contributemoney and ring doorbells.While
some competitive pressuresmay push candidates toward the center, the
need for resourcesretainsthem at the extremes. Ladd (1982, p. 66) notes
that "college[-educated]Democratsare noticeably more liberal . .. than
their party's rank and file, while college [-educated] Republicans are
rather consistently more conservative than their party's mass membership." This "polarizationof the activist cohortsof the respectiveparties"
means that althoughcandidatesmight win votes by moving to the center,
a centristposition will generallyleave them without enough resourcesfor
an effective campaign. In particular, a centristposition may spell doom
in primary elections (Wright, 1978; Polsby and Wildavsky, 1980).
We indicated at the outset that we expect our analysis to apply far
beyond the Senate. The presidentialanalogue of the story is typified by
our EPA and education examples. Wittman (1983) recently surveyed
four studies that show "persistentdifferences"in policies of Democratic
and Republicanpresidentsor in positionsof Democratic and Republican
presidentialcandidates. Most relevant is the work of Hibbs (1977), who
has argued for the presence of an "ideologicalbusinesscycle" (our term)
brought about by shifts in administration. At the state level, we could
continue to look at California, appealing to the Brown-Reagan-BrownDeukmejianshuffling in the governor'soffice. Rather than a continual
adjustment of middle-of-the-road policies, there are relatively rapid
swings in the policy preferencesof elected representativesand executives.
At first glance, the Houseof Representativesappearsto yield somewhat
different results. On the one hand, our results are similar to those of
Fiorina (1974), who compared changes in a constituency's roll-call
behavior when the seat changed parties. Yet the key observationabout
the House is not that party makes a difference in how the constituency's
representativevotes, but that so few seats change party. We have a
bountiful literature on vanishing marginals, declining competition, and
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the incumbency advantage. The House seems very different from our
fully competitive Senate.
To some degree, it is easierto observecompetitionin the Senatethan in
the House. When we talked about the Senate as being fully competitive,
we spoke of long-term probabilities. Indeed, incumbency has obvious
advantagesin the Senate also. A major recessionnotwithstanding, the
Senate's delegation composition barely budged in the 1982 elections.
Despite short-termincumbency advantage, Senate seats look more competitive than those of the House, because of the election of two members
per constituency. The presenceof mixed delegationsmakescompetition
manifest. Certainly, if the House had two-member constituencies, we
could also expect large numbersof mixed delegations.
However, institutional features make the House less competitive than
the Senate. Prolific gerrymandering (Abramowitz, 1983) creates
homogeneous House districts (Cain, forthcoming). In homogeneous
farming, suburban, or black districts, for example, middle-of-the-road
constituency interests are almost trivially represented. In addition, the
smaliei size oi House 6is'Tiets -wil nalr alXy-iesluW in greater swoial

homogeneityand less competition (Hibbingand Brandes, 1983). But instead of a polarizationof support groupswithin constituencies,as in the
Senate, the House would then have a polarization of constituencies.
Representativesare still likely to exhibit policy preferencesthat are extreme relative to national averages. In fact, histogramsfor the House
similar to figure 3 indicate that the liberal-conservativedistributionin
the House is far more polarized than in the Senate (Poole and Daniels,
1985). Since spatial analyses of policy preferences (Rabinowitz, 1978;
Poole and Rosenthal, 1985) often disclose a unimodal distributionin the
mass public, the polarized distributionof elected representativesand interest groups representsa curious form of representation.
We are sufficiently sophisticatedstudents of social choice to make no
normative case for middle-of-the-road representation over supportcoalition representation. Some colleagueshave in fact taken the position
that polarized representation has a normative value: providing a
mechanism for implementing significant policy change. As a
counterweightto this view, we note that alternationin power among support coalitions imposes considerable costs. In the last months of the
Brown administrationin California, the state initiated commuter rail
servicebetween Oxnardand Los Angeles. Shortlyafter Deukmejiantook
office, the service was abandoned. While it is uncertainwhether abandonmentwas preferableto continuingthe service, never startingthe service at all would clearly dominate the actual policy sequence. Unfor12 As examplesof this literature,see Ferejohn(1977) and Fiorina (1978).
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tunately, the costs of ping-ponging may be inevitable in a pluralist
13
democracy.
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APPENDIX: COMPUTATION OF THE VARIANCES

Let Xi be the coordinateof Senatori. Then, the averagecoordinateof
some subset of senatorsS of size Ns is
Xs = E XjNs,
ies

and the variance is
Var(X)s = E (X,-Xs)21Ns.

Let X and Var(X)be the average and variance respectivelyfor the entire
Senate. Then the between-partyvariance is
ND(XD-X)2
ND

+

NR(XR-X)2

+

NR

where D denotes the subset of Democrats, R, Republicans. Then the
percentageexplained by party (fig. 2) is
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PE = 100

14
Var (X)

The percentage explained by state type is computed in a similar fashion.
Computation of the percentages in figure 4 can be illustrated by the
Democrats:
Var(X)D

PDm =

100-

Var (X)
where DH refers to Democratic senators from homogeneous states with
two Democratic senators.
The between-state variance for the Democratic type is computed as
follows. Let Xj be the average of the position of the two senatorsfrom
the state j. Then,
2I (NDHI2).
(Xj-XDH)

VBDH

The within-state variance can then be found by using a well-known identity.
VwH =

Var(X)DH

-

VEDH

and
PWDH

=

100

VWDH

H
Var(X)DH

The other percentagesin figure 5 are found similarly.

